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SUBJECTS:  Science, Social Studies, Math, Language Arts.

SUGGESTED TIME: Two to four class periods.

MATERIALS:

Copy for students:  Feather Anatomy student information sheet (14 - 7), Maize: Sacred Grain of the Ameri-
cas student information sheet (14 - 9),  Ancestral Pueblo Farming Methods- Drawings student activity 
sheet (14 - 12), Ancestral Pueblo Farming Methods- Captions student activity sheet (14 - 11), Pueblo Foods: 
An Enduring Tradition student information sheet (14 - 13), Grandmother’s Story student information sheet 
(14 - 14). 

From the trunk:  Old Father Storyteller by Pablita Velarde, Coyote Tales by Evelyn Dahl Reed, In My Moth-
er’s House by Ann Nolan Clark, Petroglyph National Monument Teacher’s Guide, turkey feathers, pinto and 
Anasazi beans, dried corn kernels, dried corn on the cob, paper plates or Petri dishes, photographs of the 
petroglyphs, other curriculum guides. Magnifying loupes may be checked out from Mesa Prieta Petro-
glyph Project office.    

From the teacher:  writing, construction and copy paper, pencils.

For the teacher:  Resource materials: Corn teacher resource sheet (14 - 8),  A Corny Game teacher 
resource sheet (14 - 15-16). Also Ancestral Pueblo People of Bandelier, A Guide for 4th Grade Teachers 
is available from to the MPPP library and online at http://www.nps.gov/band/forteachers/fourth-grade-
lesson-plans.htm. 

UNIT 14: EARLY LIFE IN THE TEWA WORLD

✔     Students will understand how important the natural world 
was for the Ancestral Tewa people.

✔     Students will learn why it is important to respect the plants 
and the animals that live in their communities.

✔     Students will understand the importance of domestication
of plants and animals for the Ancestral Tewa people.

✔    Students will become skilled at observation and inference.

OBJECTIVES
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 1.   Read the story “Turkey Girl” in Old Father Storyteller to your students or make copies from the 
book for them to read. Discuss what it means to domesticate animals and plants. Discuss why 
they chose the turkey to domesticate. (They breed well in captivity, it is easy to feed them 
corn, they become accustomed  to people.) Discuss why turkeys were important to the Tewa 
people and how they might have used different parts of the turkeys. (Feather blankets, feath-
ers used in ceremonies, meat, eating grasshoppers in the gardens) 

 2.   Discuss what the students know about feathers and why birds have them. (For flight, 
warmth, protection, for attracting a mate.)

 3.   Explain that the students will be observing real turkey feathers. If they haven’t used magnify-
ing loupes before, demonstrate how to use them. For information on how to care for loupes, 
see Unit 2-1, Geology of Mesa Prieta.

Unit 14: Early Life in the Tewa World

Activity 1
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VOCABULARY
☛    Agriculture:  Farming. The process of cultivating the soil, raising crops and animals.

☛    Anasazi:  The Navajo name for the Ancestral Pueblo people.

☛    Arid:  Dry. An arid land gets very little rain.

☛     Domestication:  The process of developing plants and animals that can be cared for by 
people and become dependent on people.

☛    Grain:  Dried seeds of cereal grasses.

☛     Grid garden:  A farming technique used by the Ancestral Pueblo people to grow corn and 
beans. It was a square plot that was lined with large stones.

☛    Kernels:  The seeds of the corn plant or other grain.

☛    Maize:  Another name for corn. It is based on the Spanish word, maíz.

☛    Mano:  The small, hand-held stone that was rubbed against the corn kernels and the metate.

☛    Metate:  The flat, smoothed stone that was used for grinding corn.

☛    Molt:  Shed feathers.

☛    Sacred:  Something that is considered holy and worthy of respect.

☛     Teosinte:  The ancient grass from Mexico that evolved into our modern corn through selective 
breeding.

☛     The Three Sisters:  The three sacred domestic plants of Native American people- corn, beans, 
squash. The term that refers to the practice of planting corn, beans and squash together. 
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 4.   Pass out a loupe or hand lens and feather to each pair of students. As 
one student observes the feather, the other student writes down the 
observations. Then they switch. With the feather between them, the 
students draw the feather (like a scientist).

 5.   Discuss the parts of a feather and the different types of feathers. Pass 
out student handout with parts of feather labeled and ask students to 
label their drawing.

 6.   Demonstrate how feather veins are like 
zippers by separating two veins and then 
zipping them back together. Why is this 
feature an important adaptation? (Birds 
only molt once a year. Using its bill, a 
bird is able to repair damaged feathers 
with this feature.)

 7.   Read other stories that involve animals 
from Old Father Storyteller and Coyote 
Tales from the Indian Pueblos.

Unit 14: Early Life in the Tewa World
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Activity 2

 1.   Brainstorm or webbing: Ask the students to share all that they know about corn. (Review 
Teacher Information Sheet (14-8).

 2.   Give each student a kernel of corn to look at with a magnifying loupe or hand lens. Have the 
students write down their observations and draw the kernel.  While they are engaged, pass 
around an ear of dried corn for the students to look at.

 3.   Pass out the student information sheet Maize: Sacred Grain of the Americas (14-9 – 10) and 
read it as a class. 

 4.   Review the reading by asking questions such as: How do we know that the Ancestral Pueblo 
people grew and harvested corn? (Grid gardens can be found near ancient sites, corn cobs 
and kernels have been found.) Why were The Three Sisters important to the early Pueblo 
people? (When these three foods were eaten together, the people were eating a healthy 
diet.) What did the Pueblo women use to grind the corn? (A metate and mano.) How is corn 
used in 
a sacred way by the Pueblo people? (They use corn meal and corn pollen when they are 
praying and they use the whole corn ear in corn dances.) How can we show respect for the 
corn? (By thanking the corn in our hearts for all of the good food that it gives us.)
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 1.   Ask the students if they or their family eat pinto beans. 
Tell them that the Ancestral Pueblo people raised corn, 
beans and squash and that they are called the “Three 
Sisters”. Ask the students if these plants were domesti-
cated. (Yes, because they planted the seeds and took 
care of the plants.) Explain that the Ancestral Pueblo 
people (Anasazi) grew a smaller bean that we call the 
Anasazi bean. Archaeologists have found these beans 
in ancient Pueblo sites and farmers have grown them. 
Now we can buy them in some grocery stores. When the 
“Three Sisters” are eaten together, these plants provide 
the body with more nutrition than if eaten separately. 
Better nutrition leads to healthier bodies, population 
growth and larger communities.

 2.    Pass out paper plates or Petri dishes, pinto and Anasazi 
beans and magnifying loupes to pairs of students. Ask them 
to observe and record the same way they did with the turkey feather. Ask them to compare 
and contrast the beans using a chart or Venn diagram. Then draw and label the two types of 
beans.

 3.   Teacher reads Pueblo Foods: An Enduring Tradition student information sheet, (14-13) to the 
class. Then have the students read Grandmother’s Story, (14-14). Discuss the similarities and 
differences between Pueblo and Hispano traditions.

 4.  Extension 1:  A Corny Game teacher resource sheet, (14-15 – 14-16).

 5.   Extension 2:  Have the students sprout and grow corn, beans and squash seeds to compare 
them. Draw the seeds and the sprouts.

Unit 14: Early Life in the Tewa World
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Corn plant petroglyph

 5.   Ancestral Pueblo Farming Methods: Explain to the students that the Ancestral Pueblo farm-
ers developed different ways to capture and retain moisture. This was very important in an 
arid environment. Show the students the poster Adobe and Maize and discuss. Pass out the 
student activity sheets: Ancestral Pueblo Farming Methods- Drawings and Captions, (14-11 - 
12). As a class, look at each drawing and read the caption. Have the students make booklets 
by cutting out the drawings and the captions and gluing them onto the pages of a book that 
they make out of construction paper. Color the pictures.

 6.  Assessment: Ask the students to write a short essay describing how they would grow corn if 
they were Ancestral Pueblo farmers.

 7.  Extension activities may be found in Petroglyph National Monument – Teachers Guide, Lessons 
12 and 13 pp. 50-60 and Keepers of the Earth, Chapter 16, pp. 137-145.

Activity 3
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 1.   Read to the class the story “Thanking the Birds” on page 73 in Petroglyph National Monument 
Teacher’s Guide. Discuss what it means to respect something. How did the ancient Pueblo 
people show respect? (By thanking the plants and animals they used, by using every part of 
a plant or animal that was killed, returning to the Earth what they couldn’t use, treating the 
elders with honor, etc.) How can we show respect in our lives and why should we? (Answers 
will vary.)

 2.   Pass out several photographs of the petroglyphs on Mesa Prieta to each  group of  three or 
four students. Have the students count the number of bird images and bird tracks. (About 22 
tracks and about 9 birds.) (It is not important to get an exact count because we are infer-
ring that the images are birds, tracks or other animals. This is very subjective.)  

 3.   Then have students count the number of other animals. (About 12.) Total the number of birds/
tracks and other animals. (About 43.)  Set up a ratio of  the number of birds/tracks to num-
ber of total animals. (31:43.) “Are the birds/tracks half of all the animal petroglyphs, less than 
half or more than half? (More than half.) Do you think that you would find this same ratio in 
other Petroglyph areas? Why?”

 4.   “Why do you think they made bird petroglyphs?” (Maybe to honor the bird, to ask for its 
protection or power, etc. These answers are all inferences.) “In what ways were birds 
important to the ancient Pueblo people?” (Food, clothing, feathers for ceremonies, teaching 
values, etc.) 

 (Suggested by Jimmy Lara, 4th grade at Velarde Elementary)

Many birds remain culturally important to today’s Pueblo people.

Cultural Importance of Birds:

 Sun birds: hummingbirds, parrot, macaw

 Sky birds: eagle, hawk, “knifewing”

 War birds: eagle, roadrunner, flicker, woodpecker, jays, nuthatch, canyon wren

 Hunter birds: eagle, hawk, falcon

 Earth bird: turkey

 Water birds: ducks, snipes, killdeer, crane

 Summer birds: warbler, meadowlark, orioles

 Winter birds: horned larks, junco, bluebirds

 Night birds: nighthawk, owls

 Messenger birds: shrikes, mocking bird, eagles

 Death birds: vulture, catbird, owl
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ASSESSMENT:  Have students write a paragraph responding to the question, “Why was it important for 
Swift Eagle to talk to the boys about life being a very sacred thing?” Have students relate their answer to 
an example from their own lives. (Use the ACE format – Answer the question, Cite reasons from the text 
for your answer, Expand by relating it back to an example from your own life.)

OTHER EXTENSION ACTIVITIES: There are some wonderful extension activities about agriculture, foods, 
pottery, etc. in the three curriculum guides. These will help the students understand what life was like in 
early Pueblo times. They are listed under Extension Activities, p. xxii. 

 

Unit 14: Early Life in the Tewa World
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MAIZE: SACRED GRAIN OF THE AMERICAS 

Student Information Sheet

How many of you enjoy eating popcorn, corn on the cob, posole or cornbread? We can thank the native 
people of Mexico and the Ancestral Pueblo people of the Southwest for the development of corn. Corn was 
originally called maize (maíz in Spanish) but today we call it corn, and its scientific name is Zia mays. 

About 6,250 years ago the early people who lived in 
the mountains of southern Mexico discovered that 
the seeds of a special grass called Teosinte could be 
roasted and popped like our popcorn. They began to 
take care of these plants and gradually developed 
larger ears and many varieties of maize. The seeds 
were dried and stored for planting in the spring and for 
times of drought. This was the beginning of the domes-
tication of corn.

As early as 3500 years ago, maize reached the south-
west as the native people traded with each other. Over 
hundreds of years these early farmers developed maize 
seeds that grew on even larger cobs and were many 
different colors. 

Agriculture developed as more families came together 
in large s and needed more food to eat. The Ancestral Pueblo farmers also domesticated beans and 
squash. Along with corn, they were considered sacred plants because they fed the people and together 
they were known as The Three Sisters. 

Lack of water in the deserts of the southwest made farming very challenging. The corn, as well as beans 
and squash, needed water to grow. The Ancestral Pueblo farmers developed many ways to capture the 
water from winter snows and summer rains. Grid gardens were made by lining up large rocks, some-
times the size of a football, in square patterns. Inside the squares they placed a layer of small river rocks 
or gravel. The corn, beans and squash seeds were planted among these rocks. The rocks kept the ground 
moist and warm in spring and moist and cool in the summer. On Mesa Prieta some of these ancient grid 
gardens can still be seen. The Ancestral Pueblo people knew how to live well in a dry, desert landscape.

In order to make food for their families, the Pueblo women 
would rub two corn cobs together. That would make the ker-
nels come off. Using a large, flat rock called a metate and a 
smaller rock, called a mano, the women would grind the hard 
kernels into corn meal. They used corn meal to thicken stews 
and to make corn cakes. Just like maize, beans and squash 
were dried for storage. The beans that the Pueblo people ate 
were smaller than our pinto beans but they were cooked the 
same way by boiling in water. When they ate the corn and 
beans together, they ate a complete protein. The squash gave 
them many vitamins.

 

 

The two oldest maize cobs in the New World from 
Guilá Naquitz Cave, Mexico. The bottom cob is 

about 1 in. long. (From Piperno and Flannery, 2001)
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The Three Sisters kept the Pueblo people very healthy. When we eat the Three Sisters today it helps 
us to stay healthy.

The most important thing about corn is its sacredness. Native people in all parts of the Americas grow 
corn for food and also for use in ceremonies and for prayers. The corn plants are treated with great 
respect. Sacred corn meal and corn pollen are sometimes carried in a pouch and sprinkled on the ground 
as a prayer. Ears of corn are often carried during corn dances. As you watch the corn dance at a local 
Pueblo, you too can thank the corn for all the good food that it gives you. And before you leave the Pueblo, 
be sure to thank the spirits of the ancient Pueblo farmers who domesticated the corn. 

 
Corn Dance Ceremony Myth, 1938, 

by Ignacio Moquino (Waka), Zia Pueblo. 
NM Department of Cultural Affairs.
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ANCESTRAL PUEBLO FARMING METHODS- DRAWINGS

Student Activity Sheet

Drawings by Roxanne Swentzell, from 
“Water Harvesting Traditions in the Desert 
Southwest,” by Joel Glanzberg, Permaculture 
Design Journal, No. 20, August 1994, pp. 8-12.
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ANCESTRAL PUEBLO FARMING METHODS: CAPTIONS 

Student Activity Sheet

  Check Dams:  Check dams were built across arroyos. They were used to catch the soil and slow 
down the water which reduces erosion. Many different crops were planted behind the dams.

  Linear Borders:  Linear borders were low lines of stones built across hills. Soil that was washed 
down the hillside was caught behind the borders and became a good place to plant.

  Grid Gardens:  Grid gardens were similar to waffle gardens but had walls made of stones rather 
than mud. They were much larger than waffle gardens and were probably used to grow corn and 
beans.

  Gravel Mulched Fields:  Mulch is any material that is placed on top of soil to hold the moisture 
in. The Ancestral Pueblo farmers often mulched their grid gardens with gravel and small stones. 
This reduced the wind and water erosion as well as holding in the moisture.

  Irrigation:  Irrigation was used to bring water from a stream or river to the fields. They did this 
by digging ditches from the stream or river to the fields. They blocked the ditch when they wanted 
the water to stop.
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PUEBLO FOODS: AN ENDURING TRADITION*

Student Information Sheet

Traditional foods have been very important to Pueblo people for a long time. Traditional foods connect the 
Pueblo people to their land, to their community and to their traditional way of life. Pueblo people have lived 
in the Southwest for ten thousand years. During this time they have gotten their foods by hunting, gather-
ing and gardening. For the Pueblo people, food was not just a way to survive. Food was special and sacred. 
Foods like corn are sacred in Pueblo traditions. “Corn is who we are,” is a phrase used by some Pueblo 
elders. It captures the way Pueblo people feel about the importance of corn.

In Pueblo tradition, corn is a symbol of how the people have survived in the Southwest environment. Corn, 
along with deer, elk, buffalo and other wild game, represents the plants and animals that have given life 
to the Pueblo people. This special life-giving relationship is celebrated in Pueblo planting, harvesting and 
rain dances. These ceremonies are done in a yearly cycle that represents how the earth gives life. Basket 
weaving and making pots are also part of the traditional “way” to show respect for the life-giving force of 
food.

In the last few generations, the traditional Pueblo way of life has changed. Some of these changes have 
taken place because Pueblo people have had to adapt to the stresses of “modern life.” ... These changes in 
the traditional way of life have brought about diseases like diabetes and heart disease.

Now that some Pueblo people have seen what these changes have done to the health and well being of 
their communities, they are going back to traditional ways. They are going back to traditional foods and 
becoming more active. They are looking back to Pueblo traditions so they can make wise choices and 
become stronger.

This reading was adapted from “Indigenous Foods, Indigenous Health: A Pueblo Perspective” from: Health, 
Nutrition and Traditional Foods, Cajete, et al., Health Resource Center of New Mexico - ®1998.

(Adapted from Life on the Rio Grande: A Diabetes Education Curriculum, Grades 3- 5. Ana Consuelo and 
Associates, Santa Fe, NM, n.d., p. 5)

By Dr. Gregory Cajete

(Dr. Gregory Cajete is from Santa Clara Pueblo and is a professor at the University of New Mexico.)

*Adapted from Life on the Rio Grande: A Diabetes Education Curriculum, Grades 3- 5. Ana Consuelo and Associates, 
Santa Fe, NM, n.d., p. 5.
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GRANDMOTHER’S STORY 

Student Information Sheet

 

This is my Grandmother, Lucy Cata. We live in San Juan Pueblo.* She 
has diabetes. Diabetes runs in our family. My Grandpa had it too. My 
Grandmother got diabetes when she was fifty years old. She is seventy 
years old now and she’s still going strong. She learned to take care of 
her diabetes. My Grandmother says she doesn’t want us to get diabe-
tes. She wants us to be healthy and strong.

My Grandmother tells us stories about how things used to be. She says 
that a long time ago, Native people didn’t have diabetes. They lived a 
healthy life. They worked in the fields, hunted and gathered their food; 
they took care of their animals, chased after children and walked 
everywhere. The foods they ate were healthy and fresh.

Now, modern life has changed the way Native people live. They don’t work with their hands and bodies as 
much as they did before. They don’t chase the children because the children are watching TV. They don’t 
walk everywhere because they drive their cars. Another thing that has changed is the way Native people 
eat. Instead of eating fresh food that they have grown or traded for, they might eat too much food that 
comes in cans or bags. Some people call it junk food. They might eat stuff with too much fat, sugar and 
salt. Grandmother says things have changed. It’s not the “good old days” anymore.

When Grandmother found out she had diabetes, she went to a doctor and a wise medicine man. They 
both said the same thing. “Try to go back to the way it was in the ‘good old days.’ Go back to the way your 
ancestors used to live. Take the new but don’t leave the old ways behind.”

So my Grandmother started changing back to the way it was. She doesn’t eat junk food anymore, only 
once in a while. She eats healthy meals that include meat, vegetables, grains and fruit. She walks to her 
neighbor’s house instead of taking the car. She goes to the doctor and gets medicine and checks her 
diabetes.

The grandchildren can help too. When we come home from school, we tell her, “Let’s go for a walk, 
Grandma!” We walk in the fields sometimes. Sometimes we go by the river and she tells us stories about 
how things used to be... “in the good old days.”

*The people of San Juan Pueblo now use its Tewa name, Ohkay Owingeh. 

*Adapted from Life on the Rio Grande: A Diabetes Education Curriculum, Grades 3- 5. Ana Consuelo and Associates, 
Santa Fe, NM, n.d., p. 16.
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Vocabulario Unidad 14: Los Comienzos en el Mundo Tewa

☛     Agricultura y ganadería:  el proceso de cultivar el suelo, sembrar cultivos y criar animales.

☛    Anasazi:  el nombre Navajo para la gente de los pueblos ancestrales.

☛    Árido:  seco. Un lugar árido recibe poca lluvia.

☛     Domesticación:  el proceso de cuidar plantas y animales domesticados por el hombre por 
su uso.

☛    Grano:  Semillas secas del pasto del cereal.

☛     Jardín cuadriculado:  una técnica agrícola usada por las gentes ancestrales de los pueblos 
para cultivar frijoles y maíz. Era un terreno cuadrado cercado por grandes rocas.

☛    Grano:  las semillas de la planta y otros granos.

☛    Maize:  el nombre temprano para maíz. Basado en la antigua palabra española maíz.

☛     Mano:  la pequeña piedra del tamaño de una mano usado con el metate para moter grano de 
maíz.

☛    Metate: la piedra lisa y suave que se usaba para moler el maiz.

☛    Mudar:  cambiar la piel.

☛    Sagrada:  algo que es considerado divino y merecedor de respeto.

☛     Teosinte:  el pasto antiguo de Nuevo México que evoluciono hasta lo que conocemos ahora 
como maíz.

☛     Las tres hermanas:  las tres plantas domésticas sagradas de la gente Nativa. El maíz, el frijol 
y el calabacín. El término se refiere a la práctica de sembrar maíz, frijoles y calabacín por la 
gente.

Unidad 14: Los Comienzos en el Mundo Tewa
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MÉTODOS ANCESTRALES PARA LA AGRICULTURA DE LOS PUEBLOSDEFINICIONES

Hoja de actividades para el estudiante

  Diques: Los diques fueron construidos a lo largo de los arroyos. Se usaban para atrapar la tierra 
y disminuir la velocidad del agua, reduciendo así la erosión. Muchas cosechas se cultivaron gra-
cias a estos diques.

  Linderos: Los linderos eran pequeñas alineaciones de piedras a lo largo de la montaña. La tierra 
que bajaba de la ladera quedaba retenida entre los linderos convirtiéndose así en un buen lugar 
para cultivar.

  Huertos en cuadrícula: Los huertos en cuadrícula eran muy parecidos a huertos con forma de 
gofre pero tenían las paredes hechas de piedra en lugar de barro. Eran mucho más amplios que 
estos últimos y probablemente se usaban para sembrar el grano y los frijoles.

  Mantillo de grava en los campos: El mantillo se refiere a cualquier material que se coloca en-
cima de la tierra para preservar la humedad. Los agricultores ancestrales de los Pueblos, solían 
colocar un mantillo a base de grava y piedras pequeñas encima de sus cultivos. Esto reducía la 
erosión producida por el viento y el agua y además mantenía la humedad.

  Irrigación: La irrigación se usaba para llevar el agua desde un arroyo o un río hasta los campos. 
Lo hacían cavando acequias desde el arroyo o el río hasta dichos campos. Bloqueaban el dique 
cuando querían retener el agua.

Unidad 14: Los Comienzos en el Mundo Tewa
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MÉTODOS PARA LA AGRICULTURA DE LOS PUEBLOS ANCESTRALES:

ILUSTRACIONES

Unidad 14: Los Comienzos en el Mundo Tewa
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 Dibujos de Roxanne Swentzell, de “Water 
Harvesting Traditions in the Desert South-
west,” por Joel Glanzberg, Permaculture 
Design Journal, No. 20, Agosto 1994, pp.8-12.


